The study done by the U.S. National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) shows that developing automotive collision warning and avoidance systems will be very effective in order to significantly reduce fatalities, injuries and associated costs. In order to develop an automotive collision warning and avoidance system, it will be necessary that the vehicles should be able to exchange (in real-time) their dynamic information such as speed, acceleration, direction, relative position, status of some devices like brake, steering wheel, gas pedal, etc. The only feasible way to exchange the vehicles' dynamic information will be through the use of wireless communication technology. However, the wireless link setup time and communication latencies should be under certain bounds so that the vehicles can appropriately react on time to avoid collisions. This paper will present results from an experimental setup that simulates inter-vehicle communications.
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All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted, in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or otherwise, without the prior written permission of SAE. The experimental setup has been prepared using a number of CAN and Bluetooth modules. The communication system of each vehicle has been simulated using several CAN nodes and a wireless module. In addition, a number of stand-alone Bluetooth modules have been used in the experiment to increase the wireless communication traffic through the air. An event such as pressing the brake pedal or turning on the turn signals has been simulated using buttons. At the occurrence of an event, the simulated vehicle system automatically sends a message through its CAN bus, then it broadcasts the message via its wireless module. Other simulated vehicles receive the message via their wireless modules and then send the message via their CAN buses. Eventually the message triggers some actuators in the destination vehicles. The latencies have been measured from the time an event occurred and until the time some actions have been taken by the actuators of the destination vehicles.
The paper presents results on inter-vehicle communication latencies under various types of traffic conditions. Other researchers and engineers will get valuable information from this paper which will help them in designing wireless communication systems for the future vehicles.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we design a system, as shown in Figure 1 We test the latency from a button pressed on vehicle A to LED flashing on vehicle B. We explain the method we use to test the latency. Then we put the latency on different scenarios to discuss the feasibility of our proposal.
BLUETOOTH, WI-FI AND ZIGBEE
At first glance, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi and Zigbee are very similar. Actually they are designed for different purposes. Wi-Fi is made for wired LAN replacement and Zigbee is most suitable for control, monitor and automation, etc.
[1]. Furthermore, inter-vehicle network is a typical adhoc network. In this sense, though Wi-Fi and Zigbee could be configured to work in ad-hoc fashion, Bluetooth technology offers automatic network configuration, authentication and service discovery without any fixed infrastructure to make the network establishment most convenient.
Meanwhile, the lack of the availability of affordable Wi-Fi module for CAN based systems is another reason for us to use Bluetooth to implement our proposal.
CURRENT STUDY ON BLUETOOTH INTER-VEHICLE COMMNUNICATION
There have been a few studies in Bluetooth inter-vehicle communication area. Sussex University [2] has built an in-vehicle network with Bluetooth. They calculated the time period in which two traveling vehicles can stay in Bluetooth signal range. We will put more focus on latency of message transmission in a CAN-Bluetooth hybrid network.
Although we notice there are some industry level CANBluetooth gateway devices available in the market [3, 4], we decided to build our own CAN-Bluetooth gateway to reduce research cost and gain more control to the details. We
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design the system with relatively low cost. The Bluetooth module we select costs about $70 for each. The total hardware cost for each emulated vehicle is around $130.
FIRMWARE
Figure 3. The firmware structure of a CAN node Figure 3 shows the firmware structure of a CAN node running in a PIC. If the button status gets changed by a user, Module CAN TX sends a CAN message onto the CAN bus through the CAN driver. We design the CAN message format for our system like the one shown in Figure 4 . The nodes use CAN message ID 0x200 -0x2FF for in-vehicle communications. Nodes may leave source Vehicle ID ("source VID" in Figure 4 ) and/or destination Vehicle ID as 0xFF, while CAN-Bluetooth gateway will take care of these fields at the vehicle communication level.
All inter-vehicle message received by CAN nodes use CAN message ID 0x600 -0x6FF. CAN RX module gets these messages and outputs to LEDs.
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CAN RX Monitor Module ("Mon" in Figure 3 ) monitors all inward and outward CAN traffic and put them out onto SCI port. We connect this port to PC's RS232 to monitor those CAN traffic with a RS232 terminal software. Our final test result is also processed and output by Monitor M o d u l e . Figure 5 shows the firmware structure of CAN-Bluetooth gateway running in S12. The CAN RX gets a CAN message from the CAN bus and packages it into SCI message, as shown in Figure 6 . First we put three bytes of 0x55 as preamble, then put appropriate source vehicle ID and destination vehicle ID in data bytes while leave other bytes as is. After the CAN RX transfers the SCI message to the SCI TX module, the SCI TX puts the SCI message to S12's SCI port and transmits it through Bluetooth module. Meanwhile, the SCI RX receives the SCI message from EB505, packages it into CAN message. We put appropriate CAN message ID (0x600 -0x6FF) and transfer it to the CAN TX module. The CAN TX module is responsible for putting the CAN message onto the CAN bus.
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We control EB505 Bluetooth module with Bluetooth Module Management Module. We control S12's behavior by sending ASCII commands through the SCI port.
In Bluetooth Module Management Module, we take the security mechanism provided by EB505 Bluetooth module. PIN code (passkey) is needed to establish a trusted relationship before two vehicles can communicate.
All theses modules of both CAN nodes and CANBluetooth gateway are implemented with C and assembly in ISR (interrupt service routine) and task level. Message Flags and data buffers are set in ISR and processed in task level. We use a scheduler mechanism to dispatch tasks.
TEST METHOD
Now if we press button in one vehicle, we get LED flashing in another vehicle. The latency from button pressed to LED flashing is critical parameter for us to measure. We design "round-trip method" to measure the latency.
See the two vehicles, VA and VB shown in Figure 7 . We press a button on VA and get response on VB's LED. The message transmission path is shown by red arrow:
VA: button PIC CAN bus S12 EB505 Bluetooth VB: Bluetooth EB505 S12 CAN bus PIC LED It is difficult to test latency from button pressed on VA to LED flashing on VB since we do not have common clock for VA and VB. But if VB bounces the message back to VA as shown by blue arrow in Figure 7 , VA can test the latency of round-trip transmission (red arrow and blue arrow), then get the one-way latency by dividing the round-trip result by 2. The PIC's Mon Module (in Figure  3) is responsible for tracking the round-trip latency and output it to PC. Then we can process the result on PC with appropriate software.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
We test the transmission latency on different CAN bus baud rate using the round-trip method we just mentioned.
For each baud rate, we test for 4000 times and get the mean value. The results are shown in Table 1 .
Then we plug four USB Bluetooth adapters ("dongles") on four computers and turn them on, we configure them send Bluetooth messages to each other periodically to make Bluetooth traffic busy. We did not find significant difference on our test result for latency.
Assuming VA and VB are heading to the same way on highway. VA is traveling at 100 mph and VB is traveling at 50 mph, then the speed difference is 50 mph. Let's take the lowest CAN Baud Rate result, one-way latency is 32.56 ms. In 32.56 ms, the two vehicles become 0.73 meter (2.40 feet) closer. Similar results are shown in Table 2 . Another factor we may consider is the SCI overhead between S12 and EB505. If we used a microcontroller with on-chip Bluetooth module, the SCI overhead would be spared from the latency. The SCI overhead includes the SCI transmission overhead and code overhead running in S12. We calculate the overhead and deduct it from the result: 
CONCLUSION
From Table 2 and 3 we can find that this latency is acceptable for vehicles to take appropriate action to avoid collisions.
Furthermore, we notice that Bluetooth needs up to six seconds to discovery device and establish connection. Although some research [6] shows that we can make it faster with certain technology, the whole latency time would become not acceptable if we consider the connection set-up time.
Therefore, if we assume two vehicles have already set up connection, this message transmission latency is acceptable.
We did not test our system when more than two vehicles exist in one piconet due to the fact that the current version of EB505 has limited support on that. We expect that can be done in near future. Also, if we could shorten the Bluetooth connection set-up time further, that would be positive for our proposal.
